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0 of 0 review helpful American Heroes By lscollison A Call to Arms the fourth book in the evolving maritime saga of 
the Cutler family is American nautical historical fiction at its finest in the tradition of James Fennimore Cooper and 
James Nelson This book concerns the First Barbary War the crucible in which the U S Navy was tested and as 
Hammond says acted for the first time as a cohesive fighting force capable A Call To Arms is the fourth novel in the 
award winning historical nautical fiction series from William C Hammond Along with the other novels in the Cutler 
Family Chronicles most recently For Love of Country and The Power and the Glory it features the epic saga of the 
seafaring Cutler family of Hingham Massachusetts and an ever expanding cast of characters Among these characters 
are real historical figures including Capt Edward P A Call to Arms tells a grand and very interesting tale of heroism 
foolishness political maneuverings and perhaps even megalomania in one of the first major engagements of the US 
Navy outside the Americas It seems to be quite open and honest This 
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